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Resmed Airsense 11 Elite CPAP machine

Like no other CPAP device that Resmed have ever made, AirSense 11 introduces a raft of new technologies
dedicated to simplifying set up and prioritise your sleep health. No matter if you are a new user or an
experienced user, the AirSense 11 can help you awaken your best each morning.

When you choose AirSense 11, you’re choosing more than a CPAP device, you’re benefitting from an entire
sleep therapy ecosystem. ResMed Air Solutions includes your AirSense 11 device, ResMed CPAP masks, and
their connected care digital offerings that work seamlessly together to deliver a bespoke therapy
experience that’s optimised and tailored to you.

Built upon the success of its predecessor, ResMed AirSense™ 11 combines all its features with the best
digital technologies that are available. Smart, sleek and stylish, AirSense 11 is not only designed to deliver
quality CPAP therapy but also complements any bedroom and supports you in feeling more confident about
your therapy.

AirSense 11 boasts a mix of features designed to help you start therapy smoothly and stick with it long
term. One of the biggest enhancements you’ll find is how well it integrates with myAir™ to provide you the
guidance and personalised support you need.

Key Features

User-friendly touchscreen makes it easy for you to adjust and navigate settings.1.
Integrated heated humidifier with Climate Control Auto helps maintain a comfortable temperature2.
and humidity while preventing condensation
Bluetooth connectivity for myAir app pairing.3.
Built-in cellular technology* enables secure and automated data transfer into myAir.4.
myAir allows you to track your sleep therapy progress and keeps you motivated with personalised5.
support.
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Personal Therapy Assistant provides voice guided videos to support you when you’re setting up your6.
equipment. It doesn’t stop there...Getting started and staying on therapy can be challenging, but not
when there are new digital technologies to guide you.
Test Drive is an interactive tool to help you acclimatise to the device and ease into therapy with7.
confidence.
Care Check-In is a simple coaching program designed to help you feel supported.8.

Just like your smartphone, AirSense 11 uses built-in cellular technology* to receive over-the air updates, so
you can always have the latest features loaded onto your device automatically.

The AirSense™ 11 Elite will guarantee you peaceful nights free from noise which is common with other
CPAP machines. Both you and your partner will sleep soundly thanks to the Quiet Easy-Breathe motor.

Living in an area which high humidity levels? The AirSense™ 11 Elite comes with a humidifier that helps in
adjusting humidity levels to prevent condensation from forming on the inside of the mask. Using the
humidifier is optional although tests have revealed that better results are experienced while using CPAP
machines with a humidifier.

The display screen comes with an ambient light sensor. This means that the screen will be neither too
bright, nor too dark depending on the amount of light in the room. For connectivity purposes, you can
choose to use the AirView software which will back up your information for you. The machine records data
such as apnea levels, pressure levels and mask leaks.

The Advanced Event Detection is a feature that allows the machine to detect which kind of sleep apnea
you are suffering from. It will then automatically adjust its settings to suit your preferences.

Expiratory Pressure Relief aids in increasing comfort while exhaling against pressure, a common problem
that is experienced among CPAP users. The AutoRamp feature will detect whether you have fallen asleep
or not, and will adjust the pressure levels accordingly. This prevents you from inhaling and exhaling
against high pressures. Should you experience sleep apnea, then the machine will automatically increase
the pressure, up until you are breathing normally again.


